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RAISINGACHIEVEMENT

General Uses of  ICT

Issue 3: ICT Hints

Powerpoint – can be used to present ideas and key concepts to the students or to show 
work to the rest of the group

Word/Publisher – Both can be used to present students work in a number of formats 
such as newspapers and leaflets

Video analysis – to compare performance or to develop understanding of a topic.  
Encourages students to watch carefully when given specific criteria

Interactive whiteboards – to show images, short sections of text, highlight text and 
change it, show PowerPoints, allows students to interact by physically moving to the 
board and moving images, shapes, highlighting/underlining text

Use of the internet to research

Bitesize and SAM learning

Short/punchy activities Not whole session ICT

Structuring activities

Copying from board instead of books eg. Full page from book confuses children when 
asked to write out or answer questions. SEN students often find it hard to find the part 
they need.  ICT will concentrate the mind
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Subject Specific ICT Hints

Technology  use software ‘Tech Soft 2’ on their work on machines, plastics etc and for 
drawings

Art give out information sheets on the life of the artist/styles and images of particular 
paintings.  

Could be developed by giving a list of statements about the painting (some of which are 
false).  Students need to select and move the true statements to the painting.  

Keywords – fit to the painting/sculpture so they are using subject language correctly

Careers  use ICT for CV writing, research.  They use the internet for games and research

PSHE  use ICT for research, games, PowerPoint presentations, the class look at websites 
and do activities.  They use CD Roms eg. ‘Doctors Surgery’.  Other ideas include designing 
a library or a nursery

PE  use a video analysis pack – KANDLE software package.  They can film students at work to 
review their style/technique and then film again to see if improvements have been made.  Then 
students can match their work with that of with elite performers

English fit poems into shapes on a computer

Other uses include:

Cloze procedure

Parts of a speech/text – highlight and underline on the interactive whiteboard

They have applications for most aspects of the subject:

 Drama – character/plot etc

 Poetry – style features

 Novels – character points

 Debate/discussion

Annotating texts to model their writing 

Sequencing

Topic sentences with explanations

Maths have PowerPoint starters that are pre-prepared
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History use the interactive whiteboard for a number of activities such as dragging labels to 
the correct place on an image of a Buffalo, they show a number of movie clips and use 
PowerPoint.

 Newsroom simulations are created in the ICT suite.  They are developing the use of 
Moviemaker with World  War 2

Languages use PowerPoint for presenting material, hiding images, matching words and 
images together:

 They show students’ own presentations on the interactive whiteboard

 Games such as Millionaire, Blockbusters

 Revision activities, starters

 Create leaflets on Word or Publisher. Eg. Holiday brochure

Geography use Moviemaker to build a village (group work).  Use materials/film the project 
(practical). Multi sensory learning.

Example – 6 weeks of learning, pull all the information together and summarise all the 
learning.  It makes sense of the initial compartments of information taught.

Research projects – drag images into PowerPoints instead of using paper.  Then they can 
be presented to the whole class – could help to introduce peer assessment

More collaborative projects between departments

Templates set up and can be adapted for department requirements.  For example, writing 
frames, PowerPoints, leaflets

A central whiteboard that departments could book to use maybe in the Library

Time in departments to develop their own resources

Buy in expertise to help write resources

Dance and Drama use sound and lights, media images are projected on a dance piece. 
The use of a cd player and video analysis

Business studies utilise websites relevant and made to suit the course studied

Science  use Data logging to collect information on an environment – temperature, 
humidity, lights etc.  It plugs into computer, students press start and every 30 mins or so 
it checks the data, gives a visual representation and the data can be turned into a graph.

They have interactive starters and plenaries from Hodder – all pre-prepared, some 
interactive, questions etc.

Keypads are used to answer questions

Yr 7 planets work uses planet10.com, pages on history of planets.  Students build their 
own planet – environment, aliens etc

Subject Specific ICT Hints

Other Ideas


